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[57] ABSTRACT 

An interactive video and exercise apparatus, to be used 
to perform physical conditioning exercises interactively 
with an action scenario displayed on a video monitor, 
the apparatus including a support frame having a num 
ber of exercise devices adjustably attached thereto so as 
to allow a complete range of exercise movements simu 
lating various physical activities corresponding with the 
action scenario on the video monitor. A compact disc 
interactive player, video monitor, and audio output are 
positioned on the support frame and are interconnected 
to one another and each of the exercise devices such 
that the resistance of movement of the exercise devices 
is varied in accordance with a corresponding scenario 
segment of a scenario program being played on the 
CD-I player, as data is continuously exchanged be 
tween the exercise devices and the compact disc 
interactive player, enabling the scenario program to 
interactively proceed in accordance with the user's 
actions. 

13 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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INTERACT IVE VIDEO AND EXERCISE 
APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to an interactive video and 

exercise apparatus which enables a user to perform 
physical conditioning exercises in accordance with an 
enjoyable interactive action scenario, the action scenar 
io’s progression directly varying with relation to a 
user’s actions, thereby providing a comprehensive, en 
joyable, and completely interactive means of entertain 
ment, physical conditioning, and competition with 
other users. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Physical fitness is an important priority for many 

individuals. Unfortunately, individuals often become 
bored when performing strenuous exercise routines, 
thus decreasing their desire to work out. For this rea 
son, individuals are often searching for ways to make 
their exercising more enjoyable, thereby helping to 
make the exercise period go by quickly. This is evi 
denced by the invention of exercise devices such as 
those disclosed in Yang. US. Pat. No. 4,709,917, Bicoc 
chi, US. Pat. No. 4,512,566, and Nobutal US. Pat. No. 
4,735,410 which include the use of exercise devices such 
as rowing machines or stationary bikes, in combination 
with a CRT display. Devices such as these, however, 
are limited to enabling the user to change direction 
around an obstacle, increase the rate of passage of the 
scenery in accordance with the velocity of exercising, 
or vary resistance in accordance with the strength of 
the user. Such devices, while simulating passing scen 
ery, are not structured to be completely interactive so as 
to follow a selected action scenario in which a user must 
overcome obstacles and make decisions which will 
directly effect the remainder of the scenario and obsta 
cles to be overcome, and which enable the performance 
of a variety of different exercises which simulate actions 
to be performed throughout the scenario. Further, the 
devices in the related art are not structured to produce 
a wide variety of scenario outcomes based on various 
scenario story lines and skill levels such that a user does 
not become bored after repeating the same exercises 
over and over again. 
The present invention is structured precisely to act in 

this manner and incorporates modern CD-I player tech 
nology to enable real time interaction, easy input of new 
scenarios, and a variety of scenario outcomes directly 
related to choices and physical reactions made by a 
user. 

Additionally, the present invention may be speci? 
cally adapted to an individual user such that users of 
different physical characteristics can participate in the 
same scenario on an equal advantage level. This feature, 
along with the CD-I’s ability to maintain score depend 
ing upon an individual’s successful progression through 
a particular scenario, also makes the invention usable 
for entertainment, action, and sport-type scenarios. In 
fact, the invention, as a result of its ability to adjust to an 
individual’s physical attributes, is one of the few physi 
cal exercise devices wherein individuals of different 
sexes and physical characteristics may compete directly 
with one another and have fair results. The present 
invention uniquely combines a number of variable resis 
tance exercise devices to enable a real life action situa 
tion to be simulated, thereby enabling an individual 
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2 
utilizing the apparatus to combine physical and mental 
activity in a manner which makes demanding physical 
exercise mentally stimulating and not boring. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is directed towards an interac 
tive video and exercise apparatus. The apparatus in 
cludes a support frame with a plurality of exercise de 
vices adjustably attached thereto, a CD-I player, video 
monitor, and audio monitor positioned on the support 
frame, and interface means to enable real time interac 
tion between the exercise devices and a scenario pro 
gram being played on the CD-I player. More particu 
larly, a scenario program relating to an action adven 
ture or the like is stored on a compact disc for playing 
within the CD-I player, the scenario program including 
a number of scenario segments which play out a series 
of events. In addition to providing a display on the 
video monitor, the scenario program, in accordance 
with a particular scenario segment being displayed con 
trols the difficulty of particular exercises being per 
formed by sending inputs to variable dampening means 
included with each of the exercise devices. As a result, 
a particular action being performed such as walking, 
climbing stairs, or mountains, and the like, can be accu 
rately simulated. Additionally, input regarding the ac 
tions performed by a user and specific selections made 
such as to go up or down stairs, to go left or right, or to 
climb over an obstacle or continue to look for another 
way around, are transmitted to the CD-l player such 
that the difficulty of the action to be performed may be 
accurately simulated, and such that the next scenario 
segment, which is selected directly in accordance with 
the previous actions taken, may be selected. 

It is an object of this invention is to provide a com 
pletely interactive exercise apparatus which will make 
exercising enjoyable and therefore more productive. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

an interactive exercise apparatus which enables an indi 
vidual to actively participate in a variety of variable 
outcome action scenarios. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide an interactive exercise apparatus which enables a 
variety of exercises to be performed in response to vari 
ous physical challenges presented to a user on a video 
display so as to effectively work on a number of differ 
ent muscle groups throughout the body. 

Still another object of the present invention is to 
provide an interactive exercise apparatus including an 
interactive action adventure video scenario which is 
directly responsive to physical action taken by a user. 
A further object of the present invention is to incor 

porate compact disc-interactive technology to be effec 
tively utilized as a component part of the interactive 
exercise apparatus, as well as independently of the exer 
cise portion of the apparatus. 
An additional object of the present invention is to 

enable users of different physical characteristics to par 
ticipate at an equal advantage level on a user selected 
skill level that corresponds with each user’s physical 
and mental limitations. 
Another object of the present invention is to allow 

individuals with physical motor skill limitations, like 
paralysis below the waist, and sensory limitations, like 
deafness, to enjoy the same type of scenario program 
ming as able bodied individuals, and to compete on an 
equal advantage level. 
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A further object of the present invention is to allow 
the simulation of mentally and physically demanding 
tasks performed by professionals, such as police, ?re 
?ghters and the like, in a way that accurately duplicates 
the stresses and physical demands of these tasks often 
encountered in real life, without the risk of physical 
injury that is often present. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a fuller understanding of the nature of the present 
invention, reference should be had to the following 
detailed description taken in connection with the ac 
companying drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the interactive video 
and exercise apparatus of the present invention. 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram detailing the interaction of 

the various components of the interactive video and 
exercise apparatus. 
FIG. 3 is a detailed side view of an overhead arm 

puller included as part of the apparatus of the present 
invention. 
FIG. 4 is a detailed side view of a stairstepper in 

cluded as part of the apparatus of the present invention. 
FIG. 5 is a detailed side view of the waist level arm 

puller of the apparatus of the present invention. 
FIG. 6 is a detailed top view of the control grip on a 

waist level arm puller of the apparatus of the present 
invention. 
FIG. 7 is a perspective view of the control grip on a 

waist level arm puller of the apparatus of the present 
invention. ‘ 

FIG. 8 is a front view of the synchronizing means 
which interconnect the stairsteppers of the present in 
vention. 
FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional view of the synchronizing 

means taken along line 9—9 of FIG. 8. 
FIG. 10 is a perspective view of the exercise appara 

tus illustrating the interconnection of the stairstepper 
assembly to the frame structure. 

Like reference numerals refer to like parts through 
out the several views of the drawings. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

As detailed throughout FIGS. 1-6, the present inven 
tion is directed towards an interactive video and exer 
cise apparatus, generally indicated as 10. The apparatus 
10, as best seen in FIG. 1, includes a support frame 
structure 20 whereon various component elements are 
positioned and connected. More particularly, the sup 
port frame structure 20 includes a pair of rigid, sturdy, 
trapezoidal frame units 21 having a central platform 22 
disposed therebetween and secured between a pair of 
support bars 21' and said frame units 21. Positioned atop 
the central platform 22 is a two-tiered turntable 24. The 
turntable 24 which includes an upper level 24’ and a 
lower level 24‘ positioned in spaced apart relation there 
from is rotatable upon the central platform 22 to at least 
a 90 degree arc. 

Supportably mounted to the support frame structure 
20 are a plurality of exercise members 26, 27 and 28. 
These exercise members, which include a stairstepper 
assembly 28, an overhead arm puller assembly 26, and a 
waist level arm puller assembly 27 are ad justably 
mounted between the support bars 21' so as to be ori 
ented for combined use and such that their orientation 
may be varied for the comfort of a particular user. More 
particularly, an individual standing on the stairstepper 
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4 
assembly 28 should be able to comfortably reach the 
overhead arm pullers 26 and have the waist level arm 
pullers properly disposed at their waist level. 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 3, the overhead arm puller 
assembly 26 includes a right and left assembly 30 and 31, 
respectively. As shown in FIG. 3, each of the arm pull 
ers 30 and 31 includes a gripper handle 32 at a distal end 
of a pivot arm 33. The pivot arm 33 which may be 
pushed up or pulled downward is hingedly connected at 
a central portion thereof with variable dampening 
means 35. When utilized with the overhead arm puller 
assembly 26, the variable dampening means 35, in the 
form of a shock absorber type apparatus, includes an 
exterior compression arm 36 and an interior compres 
sion arm 37, the resistance level of movement being 
electronically alterable so as to effectively vary the 
difficulty of movement. 
Turning to FIGS. 1, 4 and 10, the stairstepper assem 

bly 28 includes a right step 40 and left step 41. As shown 
in FIGS. 4 and 10, each of the steps 40 and 41 includes 
an elongate lever 42 and 42' and a step portion of 43 and 
43’ upon which an individual may position their feet. 
The levers 42 and 42' are pivotally mounted to the 
frame structure 20, and are hingedly mounted at a cen 
tral portion thereof to variable dampening means 35, 
which are much like the shock absorber type variable 
dampening means 35 employed with the overhead arm 
pullers 30 and 31. As a result, the resistance of the step 
ping movement can be varied to effectively simulate 
stair climbing or walking and running on different ter 
rains. In order to assure that the steps 40 and 41 can 
properly simulate climbing or walking. both steps are 
interconnected with one another by synchronizing 
means 90, best seen in 8, 9, and 10. These synchronizing 
means 90 include primarily, a synchronizing chain 91 
which is attached at opposite distal ends thereof with 
the levers 42 and 42'. This chain 91 is movably engaged 
about a sprocket 93 such that when one of the steps 40 
or 41 is pushed downward, the other step 40 or 41 will 
be pulled upward simultaneously, thereby assuring that 
when one of the steps 40 or 41 is in an uppermost posi 
tion the other step 40 or 41 is in a lowermost position. 
So as to allow secure, yet adjustable positioning of the 
sprocket 93, the sprocket 93 is mounted within an ad 
justment track 92. The adjustment track 92 is attached 
to the frame structure 20 below the central platform 22, 
and is centrally disposed between the steps 40 and 41 in 
a generally elevated position. As detailed in FIGS. 9 
and 10, the sprocket 93 is adjustably positioned within 
the track 92 by means of a locking pin 94, which radially 
extends through the sprocket 93. The lock pin 94 is 
structured such that a distal lock tip 94' thereof can be 
lockingly engaged within one of a plurality of adjust 
ment apertures 97 in the track 92. In order to maintain 
the lock pin 94 engaged within one of the apertures 97, 
the lock pin 94 is secured to a spring 96 which exerts a 
biasing force on the lock pin 94. The lock pin 94 may be 
removed from one of the apertures 97 by pulling out 
wardly, and while disengaged, the lock pin 94 and 
sprocket 93 may he slid along a channel 95 in the track 
92 for positioning within a desired aperture 97. Addi 
tionally, a securing block 98 is contained within the 
track 92 to assure smooth movement of the lock pin 94 
along the channel 95. Each of the apertures 97 is dis 
posed to correspond an ideal stroke length for a user of 
a particular height. More particularly, by moving the 
sprocket 93 up along the track 92, the stroke length will 
increase. To assist in ascertaining a proper stroke 
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length, indicia 99 are primed along the channel 95 so as 
to correlate to a particular adjusted position based on 
the ideal stroke length for the particular height of the 
individual user. Individual users could, however, tailor 
the stroke length to their particular needs. 
As best seen in FIGS. 1 and 5, the waist level arm 

pullers assembly 27 includes a right arm puller 45 and 
46. Each of the waist level arm pullers 45 and 46 in 
cludes an elongate shaft 47 which is ?xedly attached to 
the variable dampening means 35. Variable dampening 
means are also provided on the waist level arm pullers 
45 and 46, and include an exterior compressing chamber 
36 and an L-shaped compression arm 37' which moves 
parallel to the pull shaft 47. Positioned at a distal end of 
the pull shaft 47 is a control grip 50 structured so as to 
enable facilitated grasp and control of the waist level 
arm pullers 45 and 46. 
As best seen in FIGS. 1 and 5, the exercise apparatus 

10 includes a control panel and display 60 which enables 
manual control and operation of the variable dampen 
ing means 35 when an individual wishes to exercise 
non-interactively, yet wishes a record of activities and a 
varying range of exercise. Essentially disposed on the 
upper level 24' of the turntable 24 is a video monitor 62. 
Additionally, positioned on either side of the video 
monitor 62 are audio transmittal means 63 in the form of 
speakers. This video monitor 62 and audio transmittal 
means 63 are structured for receipt of related audio and 
video signals transmitted from a compact disc interac 
tive player 65 mounted on the lower level 24' of the 
turntable 24. The CD-l player. 65, and audio means 63 
and video monitor 62 are mounted on the turn-table 24 
such that they may easily be oriented for use indepen 
dent of the exercise members 26, 27 and 28. The CD-l 
player 65 is structured to play a compact disc having a 
scenario program 70 stored thereon. The scenario pro 
gram 70 includes a plurality of scenario segments, each 
of the segments dictating required movements of the 
exercise members 26, 27 and 28 to perform simulated 
actions requiring a range of movements and mental 
decisions. More particularly, as the scenario program 70 
plays on the CD-I player 65, information regarding 
actions to be performed are interpreted by a processor 
72 of CD-I player 65 and transmitted by interface means 
75 to each of the variable dampening means 35. Accord 
ingly, the difficulty of a particular simulated action to 
be performed will be directly related to the difficulty of 
that action if truly performed in accordance with the 
scenario segments. An example of this may include a 
situation where a user is required to climb a wall in 
which case the overhead arm pullers 26 and stairstepper 
28 would be utilized to simulate a climbing motion, the 
steepness and difficulty of the climb being re?ected by 
the resistance resulting from the variable dampening 
means 35. Additionally, data is transmitted from each of 
the exercise members 26, 27 and 28 to the interface 75, 
the interface 75 including a multiplexing box such that 
multiple input and output may properly pass through a 
single data port of the CD-I player 65, and to the pro 
cessor 72 of the CD-l player 65 wherein the simulated 
actions performed may be interpreted by the processor 
72 for subsequent control of the next scenario segment 
and according difficulty and range of possible future 
actions. More particularly, the waist level arm pullers 
45 and 46 and overhead arm pullers 30 and 31 may 
additionally function as directional guides, such that an 
individual is not limited to a single set of simulated 
actions f or each scenario segment engaged. For exam 
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6 
ple, an individual encountered with an obstacle of 
climbing a wall may choose to turn left or right and 
continue walking to ?nd another way around, this 
would be performed by utilizing the waist level arm 
pullers 45 and 46 or overhead arm pullers 30 and 31 as 
programmed on scenario program 70 to indicate a left 
turn, and stepping on the stairsteppers 40 and 41. As a 
result, the following scenario segment and possible ac 
tions will be directly varied in accordance with the 
mental decision made. In order to provide data from the 
individual exercise member 26, 27 and 28, to the proces 
sor 72, a linear variable potential meter 80, is attached to 
the electronically variable dampening means 35, as seen 
in FIGS. 3, 4 and 5. As a result, the potential meter 80 
collects data with regard to the speed and timing of a 
particular exercise action performed, as well as the 
occurrence of the action itself, thereby providing the 
processor with necessary data to properly proceed 
throughout the scenario program 70. In order to enable 
rapid real time adjustment of the scenario program 70 in 
accordance with the exercise actions performed, the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention utilizes 
data channel 85 which connects potential meter 80 to 
interface 75 so as to quickly transmit data to processor 
72 of CD-I player 65. CD-I player 65 also receives 
system and scenario program inputs from the user via an 
infra red transmitter 87. Control grip 50 on waist level 
arm pullers 45 and 46 include a plurality of switches 52, 
54, 54 and 55, best seen in FIGS. 6 and 7, on the upper 
face 50’ of each control grip 50. These switches are 
utilized throughout scenario program 70 when control 
ling an on screen cursor, making particular selections, 
accessing a program menu, or pausing the scenario 
program 70. The switches located in control grip 50 and 
infra red transmitter 87 duplicate the function of the 
standard handheld remote infra transmitter of CD-I 
player 65. By utilizing standard existing infra red con 
trol channels, adaptation of CD-I player 65 is not neces 
sitated. Also, the waist level arm pullers 45 and 46 may 
be used to steer vehicles entered during a scenario pro 
gram 70 and the buttons 52, 53, 54 and 55 may be uti 
lized to perform various functions therein. 
The present invention is particularly structured for 

rapid interactive simulation of an action scenario. 
Through the use of the variable dampening means 35, 
the simulated actions can be quickly and easily varied to 
most ideally simulate the resistance level an individual 
would normally encounter when performing these ac 
tivities, thereby providing a fully comprehensive work 
out. Simulated activities contained on the scenario pro 
gram 70 could also closely duplicate speci?c tasks per 
formed by professionals such as police of?cers, ?re 
?ghters, and the like, and be used as a pro?ciency train 
ing system, without involving the potential risks of 
physical injury encountered during real life simulations. 
Further, an individual may input characteristics with 
regard to their height, weight, gender, age, and other 
physical characteristics such that the resistance levels 
may be varied as appropriate. Also, an individual could 
input a physical handicap condition, like paralysis 
below the waist, which would result in the waist level 
arm pullers 45 and 46 to be used to provide the move 
ment normally provided by the stair steppers 40 and 41, 
or sensory handicap type condition, such impaired hear 
ing or vision, which would result in either video or 
audio compensation, in the form of text/action display 
of noises encountered or an audio narrative of location 
details, to help guide the user. Scenario program 70 
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contains scenario segments that have resistance levels 
set for a speci?c standard person. When the user inputs 
their speci?c physical characteristics into CD-I player 
65, processor 72 increases or decreases resistance levels 
as appropriate to compensate for these variations. In 
such a manner, individuals of different physical charac 
teristics may start scenario program 70 on an equal 
physical advantage level, a bene?t not present in most 
forms of exercise or sports competition. When a user 
selects a higher skill level in scenario program 70, these 
resistance levels are increased, the time allotted to com 
plete a speci?c scenario segment is decreased, and more 
demanding mental challenges are presented. In order to 
facilitate comparison, the CD~I player 65 processor 72 
scores an individual’s performance throughout a sce~ 
nario program 70 based on decisions made, elapsed time 
in performing certain actions and other relevant data. 
Further, the amount of work performed, force exerted 
and other measures of physical exertion are also dis 
played for a user such that they may gage their accom 
plishments during a workout. 
The present invention as described is a preferred 

embodiment at the time of invention, the variations 
including the particular exercise members employed are 
consistent with the intent of the inventor. Further, the 
scenario program 70 which is stored on a compact disc 
may include many types of action/adventure situations, 
sporting situations, or any other situation necessitating 
an individual to be active during participation. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An exercise apparatus comprising: 
a support frame structure, 
a plurality of exercise members attached to said frame 

structure and movable relative thereto through a 
predetermined range of movement for performing 
one of a plurality of simulated actions by a user, 

a compact disc-interactive player supported on said 
frame structure and structured to play a compact 
disc having a scenario program recorded thereon, 
including a plurality of scenario segments, each of 
said scenario segments dictating required move 
ments of said exercise members to perform said 
simulated actions, 

a video monitor supported on said frame structure 
and interconnected to and structured to receive a 
video signal from said compact disc-interactive 
player for displaying a real time motion video por 
tion of said scenario program, 

audio means interconnected to and structured to re 
ceive an audio signal from said compact disc 
interactive player for transmission of an audible 
sound portion of said scenario program corre 
sponding with said motion video portion, 

variable dampening means interconnected to each of 
said exercise members and structured and disposed 
to variably control a level of resistance to move 
ment of said exercise members so as to effectively 
vary the level of dif?culty of moving said exercise 
members when performing said simulated actions 
as dictated by the scenario segment being presented 
at that time to the user, said variable dampening 
means including an electronic variable resistance 
dampening device interconnected to each of said 
exercise members, each of said variable resistance 
dampening devices including a linear variable po 
tential meter attached thereto, said potential meter 
generating data relating to the movement of each 
of said exercise members for transmission to pro 
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8 
cessing means and indicating said processing means 
when a movement of a particular one of said exer 
cise members has been made including the rate and 
extent of that movement, 

interface means interconnected between said variable 
dampening means and said compact disc-interac 
tive player and structured to transmit and receive 
data therebetween, said interface means including a 
multiplexing box structured and disposed to re 
ceive a plurality of data inputs from said potential 
meters for transmission through a combined input 
and output port of said compact disc-interactive 
player, 

said compact disc-interactive‘ player including said 
processing means structured and disposed to re 
ceive and process data relating to the scenario 
segment being presented and the movement of the 
exercise members, said processing means further 
being structured and disposed to control said sce 
nario program and transmit processed data to said 
interface means for controlling said variable damp 
ening means so as to effectively vary the respective 
resistance levels of said exercise members, 

remote infra red transmitting and receiving means 
structured and disposed for transmitting and re 
ceiving said data between said interface means and 
said processing means, and 

whereby a new scenario segment is presented to the 
user as a direct result of the user's performance in 
moving said exercise members to execute said sim 
ulated actions in response to the previous scenario 
segment. 

2. An apparatus as recited in claim 1 wherein said 
exercise members include a stairstepper assembly, said 
stairstepper assembly including a right lever and step 
portion, a left lever and step portion, and synchronizing 
means structured and to disposed cause the upward 
movement of one of said levers upon the downward 
movement of the other of said levers such that when 
one of said levers is in an uppermost position the other 
of said levers is in a lowermost position. 

3. An apparatus as recited in claim 2 wherein said 
exercise members further include a right and a left over 
head arm puller assembly. 

4. An apparatus as recited in claim 3 wherein said 
exercise members further include a right and a left waist 
level arm puller assembly. 

5. An apparatus as recited in claim 4 wherein each of 
said waist level arm pullers includes a control grip 
structured and disposed to facilitate movement of said 
waist level a'rm pullers, and accordingly to facilitate 
performance of one of said simulated actions. 

6. An apparatus as recited in claim 5 wherein said 
control grips include a plurality of control switches 
thereon, said control switches adapted to transmit con 
trol data through said interface means to said processing 
means for receipt and processing thereof. 

7. An as recited in claim 6 wherein said frame struc 
ture includes a control panel and display attached 
thereto and having a digital display and keys thereon 
and being structured and disposed f or manual control 
and operation of said variable dampening means inde 
pendently of s .d processor means. 

8. An apparatus as recited in claim 7 wherein said 
frame structure includes a centrally positioned turntable 
rotatably mounted thereto and structured and disposed 
to support said compact disc-interactive player, video 
monitor, and audio means thereon so as to be rotatably 
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movable relative to the user and said frame structure, 
thereby allowing said compact discinteractive player, 
video monitor, and audio means to be conveniently 
disposed for use independent of said exercise members. 

9. An apparatus as recited in claim 8 wherein said 
processing means is structured and disposed to calculate 
and display on said video monitor, a user’s score, 
amount of work performed, and force exerted. 

10. An apparatus as in claim 9 wherein said synchro 
nizing means includes a synchronizing chain attached at 
opposite distal ends thereof to said right lever and said 
left lever of said stairstepper assembly, and a centrally 
disposed sprocket mounted to said frame structure sub 
stantially above said right lever and said left lever, said 
chain being movably engaged about said sprocket so as 
to interconnect said levers and pull one of said levers 
upward when the other of said levers is pushed down 
ward. 

11. An apparatus as in claim 10 wherein said sprocket 
is adjustably disposed on an adjustment track, said ad 
justment track extending downwardly from said frame 
structure and including locking means structured and 
disposed to adjustably lock said sprocket in one of a 
plurality of adjusted positions along said track. 

12. An apparatus as in claim 10 wherein said adjust 
ment track includes indicia thereon,, said indicia corre 
lating the stroke length of said stairstepper assembly at 
a particular one of said adjusted positions on said adjust 
ment track with an ideal user height for that stroke 
length. 

13. An exercise apparatus comprising: 
a support frame structure, 
a plurality of exercise members attached to said frame 

structure and movable relative thereto through a 
predetermined range of movement for performing 
one of a plurality of simulated actions by a user, 
said exercise members including a stairstepper as 
sembly, said stairstepper assembly including a right 
lever and step portion, a left lever and step portion, 
and synchronizing means structured and disposed 
to cause the upward movement of one of said le 
vers upon the downward movement of the other of 
said levers such that when one of said levers is in an 
uppermost position the other of said levers is in a 
lowermost position, said exercise members further 
including a right and a left overhead arm puller 
assembly and a right and a left waist level arm 
puller assembly, 

a compact disc-interactive player supported on said 
frame structure and structured to play a compact 
disc having a scenario program recorded thereon, 
including a plurality of scenario segments, each of 
said scenario segments dictating required move 
ments of said exercise members to perform said 
simulated actions, 

a video monitor supported on said frame structure 
and interconnected to and structured to receive a 
video signal from said compact disc-interactive 
player for displaying a real time motion video por 
tion of said scenario program, 

audio means interconnected to and structured to re 
ceive an audio signal from said compact disc 
interactive player for transmission of an audible 
sound portion of said scenario program corre 
sponding with said motion video portion, 

variable dampening means interconnected to each of 
said exercise members and structured and disposed 
to variably control a level of resistance to move 
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ment of said exercise members so as to effectively 
vary the level of difficulty of moving said exercise 
members when performing said simulated actions 
as dictated by the scenario segment being presented 
at that time to the user, said dampening means 
including an electronic variable resistance dampen 
ing device interconnected to each of said exercise 
members, each of said variable resistance dampen 
ing devices including a linear variable potential 
meter attached thereto, said potential meter gener 
ating data relating to the movement of each of said 
exercise members for transmission to processing 
means to indicate to said processing means when a 
movement of a particular exercise member has 
been made including the rate and extent of that 
movement, 

interface means interconnected between said variable 
dampening means and said compact disc-interac 
tive player and structured to transmit and receive 
data therebetween, said interface means including a 
multiplexing box structured and disposed to re 
ceive a plurality of data inputs from said potential 
meters for transmission through a combined input 
and output port of said compact disc-interactive 
player, said compact disc-interactive player includ 
ing said processing means structured and disposed 
to receive and process data relating to the scenario 
segment being presented and the movement of the 
exercise members, said processing means further 
being structured and disposed to control said sce 
nario program and transmit processed data to said 
interface means for controlling said variable damp 
ening means so as to effectively vary the respective 
resistance levels of said exercise members, 

remote infra red transmitting and receiving means 
structured and disposed for transmitting and re 
ceiving said data between said interface means and 
said processing means, 

each of said waste level a'rm pullers including a con 
trol grip structured and disposed to facilitate move 
ment of said waste level arm pullers, and accord 
ingly to facilitate performance of one of said simu 
lated actions, said control grips including a plural 
ity of control switches thereon adapted to transmit 
control data through said interface means to said 
processing means for receipt and processing 
thereof, 

said support frame structure including a control panel 
and display attached thereto and having a digital 
display and keys thereon being structured and dis 
posed for manual control and operation of said 
variable dampening means independently of said 
processor means, 
turntable centrally positioned and rotatably 
mounted to said frame structure and structured and 
disposed to support said compact disc-interactive 
player, video monitor, and audio means thereon so 
as to be rotatably movable relative to the user and 
said frame structure allowing said compact disc 
interactive player, video monitor, and audio means 
to be conveniently disposed for use independent of 
said exercise members, and 

whereby a new scenario segment is presented to the 
user as a direct result of the user’s performance in 
moving said exercise members to execute said sim 
ulated actions in response to the previous scenario 
segment. 
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